MANIFESTO

I, Kartik Bachhav (190100062), am contesting for the post of Mess Secretary 2020-21, to continue upon the work of the previous council and strive hard for the improvement of mess as well as the hostel culture. I propose to do the following if being selected.

COVID RELATED INITIATIVES:
- Buying an extra Hot Drinking Water Dispenser.
- Start parcel system for hostel residents who won't be feeling well.

OTHER INITIATIVES:
- To maintain a doc file of mess council for writing mess related problems and solutions, contact of various vendors, etc. to help the future councils for improvement.

FOLLOW UPS:
- Installation of cameras inside mess to increase the efficiency of current fines.
- Follow up on the Annual mess calendar which includes fixed dates of pest control, special lunch/gala dinner.
- Introducing new flavoured milk powder for both hot and cold milk during breakfast and snacks.
- Conduct theme based Gala dinner every semester and cuisine based dinner once in week.

GENERAL DUTIES:
- Ensure hygiene in the mess, dining areas as well as personal hygiene of the mess workers.
- Will prepare a well-balanced nutritious menu covering all types of cuisines and seasonal fruits as per the frequency in the tender and avoiding repetitions to the greatest extent.
- Promoting online payment at Canteen to avoid hard cash.
- To work on every suggestion and complaint from complaint portal regarding mess and canteen and inform everyone about the decision taken by the council on the complaints.
- Will abide strictly by the mess tender and will attend the council meetings regularly.
- Special menu for festivals with sweets as a special lunch throughout the year.
- Will conduct theme based Gala Dinner along with the tea Party for the hostel inmates.
- Will ensure that work allotted by councilor will be done within time.
- Will coordinate with other council members for smooth functioning of hostel work.
- Conducting regular hygiene check-ups in the canteen as directed by the councilor.
AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:
● Will coordinate with other councils and contribute in every hostel fest like nautanki.
● Will try to increase participation of hostel members in GCs.
● Will participate in all hostel related events in coordination with other council members.

CREDENTIALS:
● Associate Secretary- Mechanical Engineering Association (2020-Present)
● Maintenance Councilor - H16 (2019-2020)